
Former Google Engineer Says Google Will Try
to Prevent Trump from Being Re-Elected in
2020

written by GEG | August 5, 2019

Former Google engineer said that there was political bias at the company and claimed to
have been fired for his right-wing beliefs. He warned that Google’s agenda is to defeat
President Donald Trump’s bid for re-election in 2020.

Colorado State Professor Says She Is Ready
to Punch Political Opponents in the Neck
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“I’m done ‘going high.’ [I’m ready] to ‘punch them in the neck.’”

Senator Heitkamp’s Staff Reveal Her Plan
Reel-In Moderate Voters, and then Become
“Super Liberal” After She Wins the Election

written by GEG | August 5, 2019

Staffer Jesse Overton says that Senator Heitkamp will be “super liberal” should she be
re-elected. Staffers from her campaign office revealed they make Senator Heitkamp’s
campaign appear more moderate than it really is to the press and voters.

Toronto, Canada: Pro-Abortion Advocate
Recorded on Video As He Kicks a Pro-Life
Advocate
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A man defaced pro-life signs during a demonstration, and scribbled on the protesters’
clothing with a marker. He became agitated and made a roundhouse kick that hit a pro-
life advocate in the shoulder, claiming he was merely trying to knock her phone out of
her hands.

Screaming Leftist Who Chased DHS Secretary
Nielson Out of Restaurant Works for DOJ

written by GEG | August 5, 2019

Washington, DC: Allison Hrabar, a paralegal in the Department of Justice (DOJ), was part
of the Democratic Socialists of America gang who took over a restaurant and screamed at
Homeland Security Secretary Kirstjen Nielsen over immigration, harassing her until she
left.
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Leftist Group Posts Diagram on How to Stab
ICE Agents and Rip Out Their Hearts
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Occupy Wall Street, who are leftist extremists, posted directions on how to stab and cut
the heart out of federal ICE immigration officers on their Twitter account that has over
200,000 followers. Twitter is allowing this message to stand while the FBI appears to
ignore threats by leftists.

Leftist Anti-Gun Professor Charged with
Spraying Fake Blood on Home of NRA Lobbyist
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Virginia: Anti-gun leftists ramp up the pressure, weaponizing intimidation and shame, by
confronting their targets at their homes. Chris Cox, a lobbyist for the NRA, said that
the extremists sprayed fake blood on his home, protest his home with a poster of a dead
child, created a website mimicking his wife’s business, and distributed flyers outside
of his wife’s interior design business. The leftist academia is behind much of the
heightened protests and criminal activity, including University of Nebraska-Lincoln
professor Patricia Hill, who was arrested for allegedly spraying the fake blood on the
Cox’s home on two occasions.

Episcopalian Church to Adopt a ‘Gender-
Neutral God’ Policy
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Episcopalians in Washington, DC passed to gendered references to God. Reverend Alex Dyer
argues that his goal is to follow Jesus’ message. In practice, however, his church has
become aggressively aligned with leftist politics- and those who used to attend services
to follow the message of Jesus have left in droves.

[Comment: God has no need for gender and must be far more advanced than a mere sexual
creature, but humans are incapable of conceptualizing a being or entity without gender.
There is no word in our vocabulary for such, unless the word is ‘it’, but that is far
from adequate. Imagine how short of the mark it would be to say: “Let us be thankful to
God and all that It has created.” Humans use the word Him, not to represent gender, but
to create an image in the mind that is familiar to the human experience. That image is
useful as an avatar of an entity that is unknowable to us and which may have no physical
form at all. The Reverend surely knows all this but continues to reinforce the so-called
genderless revolution, because it is destructive of the concept of family as the source
of personal support and safety. Collectivists are hostile to the family, because it
stands in the way of dependence on the state.] -GEG

Twitter Suspended Account of Conservative
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Congressional Candidate
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Twitter suspended the account of Congressional candidate, Chris DePizzo, after he
tweeted that his Democrat rival was a “liberal media darling” who ignores the concerns
of his own district. He also said that his opponent’s donors in California and New York
were more important to him than his constituents. Clearly, Twitter is no longer just a
provider of a channel of communications, it has assumed the role of censor as well – and
an extremely biased one at that.

Violence from the Left Has Become
Mainstream
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It is dangerous to be a Trump supporter because the left believes the use of violence is
justified against anyone who opposes them. The goal of the haters is to normalize hate
and incite violence from those beyond their own ranks. National chaos is what they want
as an excuse for martial law, which is the endgame.

California Teacher Invites BAMN Violent
Revolutionaries to Indoctrinate Her Students
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California: Livier Perez, a teacher at Oakland Technical High School, invited the
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violent leftist group, By Any Means Necessary (BAMN), to indoctrinate her 10th-grade
students and openly recruit them to join their group. BAMN recently orchestrated several
riots at Berkeley.

List Of 206 Organizations Funded By George
Soros That Are Operating In The US
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These organizations are directly funded by George Soros and his Open Society
Foundations. Many of them have mission statements that sound high minded and worthy of
support, but all of them are committed to goals and projects that are based on the
leftist model of collectivism. Their primary appeal is to focus on problems in our
society with little disclosure of the kind of society they hope to create.
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